IBM invites the 1959 Graduate with Bachelor's or Master's Degree to discuss career opportunities. Contact your college placement office for an appointment for campus interviews.

Some facts about IBM:

IBM's phenomenal growth offers unlimited professional opportunities to highly qualified graduates. Company policies lay a firm groundwork for stimulating and rewarding careers in the areas listed above. At IBM, you will find respect for the individual... small-team operations... a chance to select the work you prefer for long-range experience... and a chance to develop and grow with IBM.

Research............. Physicis... Mechanical... Engineering... Mathematics
Manufacturing......... Industrial... Electrical... Mechanical... Engineering... Mathematics
Product Development... Physics... Mechanical... Electrical... Engineering... Mathematics

IBM's laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Cambridge, Mass.; San Jose, Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; Rochester, Minn.; Philadelphia, Pa.; and Toronto, Ont. and service offices are located in 198 principal cities throughout the United States.

If you cannot attend the interviews, write or call the manager for an appointment for campus interviews.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1958

by Archie Thomas

Sparked by the outstanding performance of Ernesto Macaya, 19, MIT varsity soccer team scored an impressive 4-1 victory over a tough Coast Guard Academy squad last afternoon in Bridge Field.

Preliminary Round began the scoring for the Techmen when tech senior, first goal by bumping a ball into the head past the indefatigable goalie, the Coast Guard goalie. Later, in the same half, Macaya rifled a low driven from twenty yards out, opposing defensive men into the net for one of the year's most spectacular plays.

In the second half, the MIT boys continued to dominate play on right Perna fired a nifty lob into the net to give the Techmen a 4-1 lead.

At this point the Coast Guard rallied to lose seven on a penalty kick. After the kick, the Tech men manufactured an opportunity to score and Macaya scoring the game's final goal.

Van Oordt Helps Out

Although Van Oordt failed to score in the Tech loss, the Coast Guard Arabia provided a terrific outing and the game was characterized by short play throughout.

Oordt '58 continued the colorful play for MIT and also set the final goal by making a great pass to Bob. Van.

With two games yet to play, the Varsity season's record stands at 7 wins, 2 losses and 2 ties. To next encounter, Tech will meet fellow Providence, Rhode Island.

MIT Hill and Dales Topped by Wesleyan

by Paul T. Robertson

Traveling to Middlesex, Conn., last Saturday, both the Techmen and Varsity cross country teams took to Wesleyan University. The teams were divided 10-4 while the men were 20-8.

Don Oliver '59 scored the decisive winner with a fifth place finish in 25:35 over the 8.8 mile course. Captain Bob Muller '59 balanced his seventh spot in 26:44. The team score was 61-49 and 61-49 in the top two spots. Bob Muller placed 10th in 26:44 and Paul Beaton placed 24th in 26:45.

The field today saw Colbert of the host aggregation set a new course record of 14:12 for 2.4 miles and 7.9 seconds off the old standard. Steve Banik led the MIT effort, finishing fourth spot in 17:19. An Horton was fifth in 16:22.

Bill Fuller finished in seventh spot in 16:34. Rick Queney ninth in 16:35 and Steve Root tenth in 16:38.

The course consisted almost entirely of asphalt roads. It had only one hill, the first two miles being rather flat, while the latter half was mostly an uphill grade. The winner chip and coin, Van Oordt, won both for the Varsity country meet.

Both the varsity and field trip to Middlesex Friday for a workout with Tufts University, scheduled for 4:00 P.M. Next Monday the meet is postponed from each school will participate in the final meet of the year, the New England Championship at Franklin Field.

FRESHMAN LECTURE

The Christian Science Organization of MIT will sponsor a lecture by Theodore Willich entitled "Christian Science: A fresh approach to more!" The lecture, open to all, will be held in Hayden Memorial Library of 7:30 P.M. on Tuesday, November 13, 1956.

JAMES W. TARR

Ricbell Terrell of GMC will give a lecture on "How to get ahead in Business in the Middle West." The lecture will be held on Wednesday, November 15, 1958.